
【Without Lunch】Round trip bus fare and randen train ticket ONLY.

【Lunch Included】Round trip bus fare, lunch (restaurant for S Plan and A Plan are different) and randen train ticket.

【Dinner Option　①】Includes All-You-Can-Eat Shabu-Shabu & Soft cream and Drink Bar.　　　　　　

【Dinner Option　②】Includes Kobe Beef Steak 100g, Mini salad, Rice and Miso soup. 

【Kimono option】Includes kimono (yukata in Summer), obi, bag, socks, sandals and hair set (women only).

※Any additional cost would be at your own expense.

※Meeting time is 8：20 at Umeda, 8:25 at Nippombashi, 8：50 at Namba, and 9:05 at Kyoto station.

※Bus will leave according to the schedule, and will not wait for late arrivals.         

※Smoking is not allowed in the bus. Thank you for your cooperation.

※Itinerary is subject to change depending on the weather, traffic conditions, etc.

.

※Customers depart from Kyoto station will travel to Arashiyama by JR train with our Tour Guide. (17 minutes train rides)

※Guide will not be accompanying you from Arashiyama to Shijo-Omiya in the randen train. Guide will meet you at Shijo-Omiya station. 

※Customers will be boarded to the bus after arriving at Shijo-Omiya and then continue traveling to Nara.

※Customers who wish to be dropped off at Kyoto, the tour will ends in the last drop of point, Umeda.

※Guide will be accompanying customers from drop off point to JR Osaka station. Customer will go back by themselves to Kyoto station .

※Guide will hand customers the train ticket from JR Osaka station to JR Kyoto. (29 minutes train rides)

Arashiyama
Arashiyama is notable for its view of cherry blossoms, Autumn leaves and the bridge
"Togetsukyo", which spans across Katsura river and one of the landmark of Arashiyama.
The most highly recommended spot is the Sagano Bamboo Forest! 
It is a pleasantly cool 100m long walkway that begins from the side of the world
heritage Tenryuji Temple. 
The Nonomiya Shrine is also well known for its oldest Kuroki Torii (Made of unbarked
tree) spotted in the bamboo forest. The large "Okame-Ishi" rock is a famous power
spot, and is said your wish will come true within a year if you rub the rock.
※Admission Fee: Free

Nara Park
Nara Park is notorious for the 1200 or so wild deers that live
freely within the park.
Deer crackers are for sale around the park. Some deer have
learned how to bow to visitors to ask to be fed. Deer can get 
aggressive if they think you will feed them.
Therefore, make sure not to tease them with food. 
Within Nara Park，you’ll find Todai-ji Temple, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Sites and a landmark of Nara.

※Todai-ji Temple Admission Fee: Adult 600yen Child 300yen

Kobe MOSAIC
Kobe MOSAIC is a shopping mall which is located on the port of Kobe.
There are roughly 80 restaurants, and shops selling fashion goods and
souvenirs of Kobe. There is a Ferris wheel at Mosaic Garden near
the port of Kobe. You can feel and enjoy Kobe city here.

Meeting Points Maps Emergency Call center

※Emergency call center Toll-fee (data needed) Available 30 minutes before departure time to 18:30 JST

Namba
→

21：15 ETA

Umeda Kyoto Station

21：30 ETA 22：15 ETA

Arashiyama, Nara, Kobe One Day Bus Tour

Arashiyama (Lunch)

10：20 ～ 13：20

Arashiyama <Randen> Shijo-Omiya※

13：36 ～ 14：00

Nara

15：20 ～ 16：40

<< Points of Tour Interest >>
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 Detailed Itinerary

JR Kyoto station

No. 12 : November 2020 ～　December 2021

Namba 

Namba OCAT 1F

8：50 Meet　9：00 Dep. 9：05 Meet　9：15 Dep.

Umeda

Hearton Hotel Nishi-Umeda 1F Lobby

8：20 Meet  8：30 Dep.

In front of Tsurutontan restaurant

8：25 Meet　8：35  Dep.

Nippombashi

1005

Kyoto 

→ →

→ → →
Kobe MOSAIC

18：35 ～ 20：35


